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Microchip: 500mA MOSFET Drivers
in SOT-23 and DFN Packages

Microchip announces the
MCP14Q1 and MCP1402
(MCP140X) single-output
MOSFET drivers. The inverting
MCP1401 and non-inverting
MCP1402 MOSFET drivers are
rated for a peak output current
of 0.5A, over a wide operating
voltage range of 4.5 - 18V. They
have excellent latch-up immunity and are available in miniature, 2x3 mm DFN and 5-pin
SOT-23 packages.
By positioning the tiny gate
driver close to the MOSFETs
physical gate connection, designers can minimize gate
bounce caused by the parasitic
PCB layout, gate rise and fall
times, propagation-delay times
and shoot-through current.
For higher peak output-current applications, Microchip offers the 4.5A MCP1403/4/5

dual and 6A MCP1406/7 MOSFET drivers. The MCP1403/4/5
devices are available in 8- and
16-pin SOIC and PDIP packages, as well as a 6 x 5 mm DFN
package.
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LS100 - Single port Serial
Device Server from SENA

The LS100 and LS110
are cost-effective wired
serial device servers that
connects RS-232 based
serial devices to the 10Base-T Ethernet Network. The LS110 serial
device server supports
advanced features such as
telnet COM port control protocol support (RFC2217
compliant), and Built-in
surge protection.
Features:
l Connects legacy serial
devices to 10Base-T Ethernet or WiFi network.
l Supports RS232 based
serial devices via DB9 serial
port.
l Serial data transfer rate
up to 115Kbps.
l Reliable TCP/IP protocol
stack.
l Low-price model for lowest transition cost.

l Configuration via telnet
or serial port.
l Management software
for configuration and administration
l LS110: Surge protector
included.
l LS110: Supports RFC
2217, Telnet COM Port
Control Protocol.
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Seoul Semiconductor: One Choice for One World in Lighting Solution

Seoul Semiconductor
(SSC) is a world-leading
LED lighting solution provider, and recently named as
one of the best Asian companies, SSC is one of the
top 10 companies in the
world for high brightness
LEDs.
The newest product from
SSC is the Acriche designed
for AC current-based operation. It is a semi-permanent
and environmental safe
semiconductor lighting that
can be used in AC without
additional device.
The Z-Power series LEDs
are designed for high current operation, high flux output and very good package

thermal characteristics.
Z-Power P2 - Z-Power
LED P2 series is the Super
High Brightness LED with
Superior Reliability and 75
lm at 2W input power.
Z-Power P3 - The P3 ZPower LED has an excellent
thermal resistance in highpower LED package, which
includes eight high-power
chips with total input power
of 1W and 2.5W.
Z-Power P4 - The P4 emits
240 lm at 1 A of light and features the industrys highest
luminous efficacy (100 lm/W
@ 350 mA max) with only a
single die. It is brighter and
more cost-effective light
source compared to conven-

tional 70 lm/W fluorescent
and 15 lm/W incandescent
lighting options.
Z-Power P3 side emitter P3 side emitter (1W input
power) is new product optimized for channel lighting. It
has wide viewing angle,
eliminating the white spot
problem.
Z-Power P9 (0.5W) - The
P9 Z-Power LED is the first
0.5W SMT (reflow) solderable LED with compact size,
and has an excellent thermal resistance.

Z-Power P5 full color  superior high flux output and
excellent thermal for the outdoor lighting applications
with round package and
78lm total output.
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SIEMENS TC65 Terminal
and XT75 Wireless Modules

Based on the advanced
TC65 module the intelligent
Terminal version combines the
most powerful and universally
accepted JavaTM open software
platform with a wide range of
industrial interfaces, to produce a smart plug & play solution in a growing M2M market.
General features:
l Quad-Band GSM 850/
900/1800/1900 MHz
l GPRS multi-slot class 12
l GSM release 99
l Output power: Class 4
(2W) for EGSM850, Class 4
(2W) for EGSM900, Class 1
(1W) for GSM1800, Class 1
(1W) for GSM1900
l Control via AT commands
(Hayes 3GPP TS 27.007 and
27.005)
l SIM Application Toolkit
(release 99)
l TCP/IP stack access via
AT commands
l Internet Services: TCP,
UDP, HTTP, FTP, SMTP,
POP3
l Supply voltage range: 8 ...
30 V
l Power consumption (at 12
V): Power down 0,5 mA;
Sleep mode (registered DRX
= 5) - 29 mA; Speech mode
(average) - 184 mA; GPRS
class 12: 330 mA
l Temperature range: Normal Operation: -30°C to
+70°C; Restricted Op.: -30°C
to +75°C; Switch off: +80°C
l Dimensions: 90x130x38
mm
l Weight: < 190 g
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GSM release 99
Control via standardised
(Hayes 3GPP TS 27.007 and
27.005) and enhanced AT
commands
l SIM Application Toolkit
(release 99)
l TCP/IP stack access via
AT commands
l Internet Services: TCP,
UDP, HTTP, FTP, SMTP,
POP3
l Supply voltage range: 3.3
... 4.5 V
l Power consumption: Power down: 50 uA; Sleep mode:
(registered DRX = 6) 4.5 mA;
Speech mode (average): 300
mA; GPRS class 12: 600 mA
l Charging control for Lithium batteries
l Temperature range: Normal Operation: -30 °C to
+75 °C; Restricted Operation: -30 °C to +85 °C;
Switch off: +90 °C; Storage:
-40 °C to +85 °C
l Dimensions: 34x59x3.5
mm
l Weight: <10 g
l
l

The XT75 is the first wireless module ever to integrate
GSM and GPS features in an
absolutely logical manner, not COMET ELECTRONICS
just combine them.
16, Tsar Samuil str.
General features:
1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
l Quad-Band GSM850/900/
Tel.: (+3592) 915 58 00
1800/1900 MHz
Fax: (+3592) 954 03 84
l EDGE (E-GPRS) multie-mail: office@comet.bg
slot class 10
web site: www.comet.bg
l GPRS multi-slot class 12
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Katerina Georgieva, Senior Expert, BRCCI,
for South-East European INDUSTRIAL
Market Magazine
Present the BRCCI organization as history,
activities, mission and membership
The Bulgarian Romanian Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (BRCCI) is a cross- border business association
established on 10th of September 2003 with the mission to
support the Bulgarian and Romanian business communities in their endeavors to form business partnerships, create business-to-business links and exchange information.
Main objectives of the Chamber are to support and develop the economic links between Bulgaria and Romania;
to protect the business interests of the Chamber member
companies before state and other public institutions in
Bulgaria and Romania as well as in third countries; to promote cross-border cooperation aiming at the successful
integration of the businesses from both countries in the
European single market.
Members of the Chamber are more than 100 Bulgarian
and Romanian companies operating in various economic
sectors ranging from industry, transport, tourism, trade
and services, and also international companies and organizations with business interests in the two neighboring
countries.
Based on 4 years anniversary how can you
comment the companies feedback of being
members of BRCCI?
In order to achieve the pre-set aims and objectives the
team of Chamber has developed and offers a variety of
services both to the members and to other companies
and organizations with interests in both sides of the border. During its comparatively short history the Chamber
managed to provide specialized services and answers to
more than 600 enquiries. Also, 90 Bulgarian companies
presented themselves at ROMEXPO exhibition center in
Bucharest through the assistance of the Chamber.
Let us know more about the project CROSS
BORDER MOBILE SME ADVISORY SERVICE.
BRCCI actively develops and implements projects with
cross border effect. The latest project delivered by the
Chamber is called CROSS BORDER MOBILE SME
ADVISORY SERVICE and is funded under the EU
Phare Cross-border Cooperation Programme BulgariaRomania. Its main objective was to foster business co-

Bulgaria, 1225 Sofia, 13, Nesho Bonchev Str.
tel./fax: + 359 2 936 66 00
6100 Kazanlak, South Industrial Zone
tel.: + 359 431 680 80
fax: + 359 431 680 85

operation across the border and to support local small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) by facilitating
their access to flexible and practical business solutions.
Two step-by-step business guides were developed within the project (one in Bulgarian language focused on
Romania and one in Romanian - with information on how
to access the Bulgarian market). They are developed on
the question-answer principle and contain very practical information on how to do business in the joint border
region. Further, six working sessions of the Advisory
Service were held (3 in Bulgaria and 3 in Romania) in
order to demonstrate how the SME Mobile Advisory Service operates, to provide direct support to companies, to
disseminate the guides. The sessions gathered more
than 150 companies. Currently the project is in final
stage, the guides can be downloaded from the Chamber
website www.brcci.eu.

Tell more about the membership - what are
the requirements, and what would be the
benefit of being member.
Any Bulgarian and Romanian company as well as companies and organizations registered in other countries who
are interested in the Bulgarian and/or Romanian markets
can become members of the Chamber. The interested
company should fill in and submit to the Chamber Managing Board a membership application, which can be directly downloaded from our website. Members of the Chamber take advantage of numerous benefits (free and/or preferential rate for services, full access to the Chambers data
base, promotion, etc.)
You are organizing members exhibitions
participation - what is specific and interesting concerning this service?
BRCCI is an official agent of the biggest exhibition center in Romanian  ROMEXPO in Bucharest. In this regard
the Chamber provides support to Bulgarian companies
willing to participate or only visit the ROMEXPO exhibitions. Experts from the Chamber assist companies in
booking stands, filling in documentation, arranging details
concerning the participation, finding translators, contacts
with partners, etc. For the year 2008 BRCCI will be official
agent of 11 different thematic exhibitions organized at
ROMEXPO.
Tell us about TIB - how would you comment
the exhibition generally and the BG companies participation.
TIB (Bucharest International Technical Fair) is one of
the biggest exhibitions in ROMEXPO  it gathers compa-

nies from various technical and engineering industries.
TIB attracts many participants and visitors from all over
the world and is an excellent opportunity for companies to
present themselves, find partners and initiate future cooperation. This year BRCCI and The Ruse Chamber of
Commerce and Industry organized a common stand presenting 12 Bulgarian companies at TIB. The stand was an
excellent opportunity for the companies to participate at
the exhibition in a cost-effective way and to present themselves with samples of their products and advertising materials. The participation in a common stand at distinguished exhibitions in Romania is the first step for many
SMEs from Bulgaria towards getting to know the market
and find partners in the neighbor country.

What are the BRCCI upcoming initiatives
and projects?
BRCCI will continue to follow its mission and main objectives  to foster and support business relations and
cooperation across the Bulgarian-Romanian border and
provide information and services in this regard. The
Chamber will seek to apply and further develop the accumulated data, expertise and practical experience in
other projects with financing sought by the EU structural
funds.

Bulgaria, 6000 Stara Zagora
4, Angel Kanchev Str.
tel./fax: + 359 42 62 18 36
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The Power of Moving-Average Digital Filters
Bonnie C. Baker,
Microchip Technology Inc.
Often, analogue-to-digital converter
users employ averaging algorithms with
their controller or processor on the output of several samples from the converter. A converted signal can be
smoothed by using this technique (see
Figure 1), and the effective resolution
can be improved by reducing system
noise.
Smoothing
converted data
The smoothing effect on the converted data is implemented by acquiring
multiple signals at a constant sample
rate, averaging a predetermined group
or number of the samples, and then
continuing this process with several
groups over time. As Figure 1 shows,
the aggregate of the averaged results
produces a smoothed signal. This averaging technique essentially provides a
low-pass filter on the converter output
data. The effectiveness of the filtering
can be controlled by selecting the appropriate number of samples for the
averaged groups. If using more samples
in each group, there will be a higher
degree of smoothing. This averaging
process eliminates spikes in the raw
data as well as reducing the bandwidth
of the final signal.
Another by-product of this averaging
technique is that the conversion resolution or precision of the data increases.
Ideally, an average of four samples (41)
of a DC signal will increase the converters effective resolution by one. This is
an increase in the Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR) of 6 dB. Sixteen averaged samples (42) will increase resolution by two
and SNR by 12 dB. Theoretically, a group
size of 4N will increase the number of
effective bits from the conversion by N,
but there are real-world limitations to this
theory.
Real-world
digital filtering
It is possible to increase the number
of effective bits with an analogue-to-dig6
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Figure 1. An AC signal that has small signal noise riding on top of it (A) can
be smoother by employing an averaging filter to a large number of consecutive samples (B).

ital converter, as long as realistic goals
are maintained and consideration is given to non-ideal conditions. For instance,
improving a 12-bit converted result to
16 bits requires 44 samples for averaging. Four to the fourth is equivalent to
256. The first question that should be
asked is; Is there sufficient time to implement the required algorithm in the
controller or processor?. If the goal is a
resolution higher than 16, the required
sample size increases very quickly. Incidentally, the 12-bit converter in this discussion should have a few bits of noisy
output to ensure that the averaging is
effective. This noise should be gaussian
in nature.
Non-ideal conditions that can affect
the size of an averaging group include
drift of the input over time, power-supply variations, voltage-reference changes, and temperature effects on the system. Any of these non-ideal conditions
can change the output value of the conversion. The sample size for a non-ideal
system can change from 2000 (with an
ideal driftless system) to several hundred samples. If the sample size for this
non-ideal system is increased, the results begin to become noisy. However,

using Allan variance methods can be
used to compute the optimum number
of averages for the data set. Finally, the
input signal should be examined to ensure that the conversion is not being
attempted on an analogue signal that
has a settling-time error or an interfering periodic signal, such as the mains
frequency.
Time-saving techniques
There are time-saving ways of implementing averaging algorithms that go
beyond the simple, brute-force technique of collecting all of the data and
then performing an average. For instance, a First In First Out (FIFO) can be
implemented by adding in a new data
point and subtracting the first data point
accumulated in the group. Additionally,
the size of the groups can be selected to
enable the use of a shift right for the
division of the total, such as group values of 4, 8, 16 or more.
Whether using simple techniques or
more time-saving methods, moving-average digital filters can effectively
smooth converted signals and improve
resolution by reducing system noise.
For fast info - enter 0601 in Free Information Card
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Electronics Industry in Bulgaria
Electronics industry in Bulgaria has long
standing traditions and highly-qualified,
experienced work force. Its generally export oriented - 75% exports. Main markets
served are automotive, telecommunications
and consumer electronics. The good level of
expertise in multimedia solutions, microwave communication, fiscal memory electronic devices and electronic energy meters
attracted over 180 million USD foreign investments. Most of the electronics producers have quality management systems applied  ISO 9000, ISO 16949. Up-to-date
manufacturing technologies, high level of
the production ranges and the competitive
prices ensure the successful presence of
the Bulgarian producers on both European
and world markets.
We present information about few of the
major players in Bulgarian electronics industry. All the data used in this article is
based on officially published releases and
materials provided by the companies.

Johnson Controls
Johnson Controls
is a global leader in
production of seats,
batteries and other
automotive interiors. The company
employs 123,000
people and has 275 branches and plants
throughout the world. Bulgarian office of
the US company was established in
2001. Company has 320 employees, one
tenth of who are students. The ambition
of the US corporation is to turn the Bulgarian office in the biggest Electronics
Research and Development Center of the
company. Nowadays, the local centre is
developing 39 products, including software solutions, mechanical parts and
hardware design. Automotive market
served by Johnson Controls enlists leading manufacturers as General Motors,
Daimler Chrysler, Fiat, Ford, Honda, Mazda, Renault, Peugeot, Volkswagen, Toyota, Mercedes-Benz, Citroen, BMW, etc.
Last year the US corporation was planning a multi-phase investment in Macedonia, which includes building a plant at

the Bunardzik free economic zone near
Skopje. In the first phase, Johnson Controls has planned to construct a 6,000
square metre plant to produce automotive interior electronics by 2010, while
plants manufacturing plastic parts and
brake parts will be constructed in the second and third phases, respectively.

Delphi and Valeo, sensors for waste gases temperature measurement for GM,
SAAB, FIAT, BMW and Mac, infrared sensors for temperature control, etc.
Datecs

EPIQ Electronic Assembly

EPIQ Electronic Assembly is an electronic subcontracting company located at
Botevgrad, Bulgaria. The company was
founded in 1997 and is part of EPIQ, with
headquarter in Tessenderlo, Belgium.
EPIQ Electronic Assembly is a multi-product company with over 230 products,
12,500 sq. m production area and 2,500
employees (2006). Its traditional product
range includes consumer electronics and
electronic toys. The company actively has
infiltrated the global automotive market
since 1998 and today the automotive
products are a constantly increasing part
of its production volume and product
range. Epiqs main activities are manual
and automated assembly of electronic
components on PCB, including SMD and
automated insertion processing, board
testing, module assembly, final functional
tests, plastic injection moulding, chip on
board assembly, development and manufacturing of plastic injection moulds, development and manufacturing of factory
automation equipment, plant equipment
and facilities. Automotive market served
by Epiqs includes electronic modules for

Datecs Ltd. was founded in 1990 by a
group of research specialists from the Institute of Applied Cybernetics at the Bulgarian Academy of Science. The start was
given in 1990 with the first Cyrillic fonts
in the Post Script format, the first Laser
printer with built in Cyrillic fonts in 1991
and the first professional program for
complete Cyrillic support under MS Windows - the Flex Type - in 1992. The wide
- scale, national land - division program of
1993 initiated Datecs to establish a Geographic Information Systems department.
After developing an effective and highly
accurate technology for the digitalization
of scanned map images, the department
was able to complete several big home
projects in a short period of time and in
cooperation with leading firms from the
same branch in Germany and France. In
cooperation with Samsung, Datecs embarked on developing retail systems in
1994. Two, Samsung based, electronic
cash registers were reconstructed in order to expand their functions and adapt
them for networking. The company produced its first electronic cash register the Datecs MP500 - in 1996, followed by
the model with the thermal printer, the
MP500T, a year later. In only a few years

For fast info - enter 0801 in Free Information Card
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Deltacom electronics

Deltacom electronics was established
in 1997 in Sofia, Bulgaria, as a subcontract assembly company offering PCB assembly, complete product design and a
manufacturing for the broadband communications industry. Company has 85 employees, four R&D divisions, a modern
1500 sq.m. facility and up-to-date manufacturing equipment and technology.
Deltacom electronics main activities are
design and implementation of complete
hardware and software solutions, prototype to high volume PCB assembly, system assembly and box build, surface
mount technology PCB assembly, through
hole and mixed technology PCB assembly, mechanical or box assembly, 100%
testing policy in production and complete
system assembly and test.
Centillion electronics
Centillion
Electronics
Ltd. was established in
1998 in Sofia, Bulgaria.
Its specialized in design of printed circuit
boards, screen printing stencils and manufacturing of electronic devices and assembling of PCB. Company offers modern technology and assembly processes
for electronic products, controlled under
a well-established Quality System. Centillion works with advanced technological
equipment for automatic assembly of
components with 0201, fine-pitch, BGA,
mBGA and flip-chip package forms. For the
assembling of printed circuit boards with
the surface mounting technology, the
company uses SMT-materials produced
by leading manufacturers as Alpha Metals, Kester, Loctite and Bison. Emphasizing flexible material and process management and sophisticated manufacturing,
company realizes the complete assembly
of modules and final products. The com-

pany also provides training in electronic
assembling technologies and the assembly workmanship standards.
Micron-20
Micron20 Ltd. was
established
in 1991 as a
privately
owned company
for
PCB design
and manufacturing. The company produces approximately 800-1000 types of single-sided
and double-sided as well as multi-layer
PCB monthly. The number of its clients
totals over 1000 Bulgarian and foreign
companies. Micron-20 Ltd. is also specialized in manufacturing prototypes and
small series for short periods of time and
on competitive prices. In order to achieve
highest levels of its customers satisfaction the company has developed and installed lead-free technologies, automatic
SMD assembling of prototypes and small
series, stencils manufacturing, high-frequency materials treatment technology as
Rogers, Arlon, Neltec, Taconic, etc. In response of its increased output Micron 20
opened a new factory located in Gabrovo. Factorys capacity is 5000 sq. m/
monthly double - sided PCBs.
Sectron
Sectron Security & Communication Systems
Ltd. was founded in 1990 in
Sofia. Its daughter company,
SOT (Security &
Monitoring) Ltd. was established in December 1994. In over a decade of its existence, Sectron has firmly established itself as one of the leaders in the wholesale
and distribution of security products on
the Bulgarian market and SOT as the leading security and physical protection company. Sectron Ltd. specializes in design
and distribution of security systems such
as: CCTV, Intruder alarm, Access control,
Fire-alarm, Fire-suppression, Hotel security, Police equipment, Perimeter protection and Radio-Telecommunication. Sectrons latest expansion took place beyond
the Bulgarian border. A new company by
the name of Sectron was established in
Belgrade, Serbia. In order to use its sales
potential effectively, Sectron has also successfully exported security equipment to
Moldova, Romania, Kosovo, Macedonia
and other neighboring countries during
the years. Company renovated its own
production facility situated in the industrial area Gara Iskar in Sofia. The new
building (1,500 square meters) is fitted
with a complete production line for SMD
assembly. Sectron has been in the manufacturing business since 1991 where it
produced PIR detectors for the local market. Currently Sectron produces an acous-

SEE ELECTRONICS

- and 100 000 devices sold in 11 countries around the World - Datecs became
one of the best known brand of electronic
cash registers with fiscal memory in Central and Eastern Europe. During the next
several years, the range of company products has expanded with electronic scales,
working in conjunction with a cash register and label printer; POLE display, fiscal,
kitchen, label and ESC / POS printers; a
portable cash register and an item server,
plus a number of new program products.

For fast info - enter 0901 in Free Information Card

Tzarigradsko Shosse Blvd.
7-th km, ATM Center
1784 Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel: (+359 2) 974 47 51
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centillion@centillion.eu
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Contact heating
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tic safe detector in cooperation with Paradox Security Systems, which are successfully sold in many countries around
the world.
ORGTECHNICA
Orgtechnica JSC
was established in
1964 as a producer
of cash registers. Later the company has
started a production
of microprocessor
systems and electronic- recording cash registers. Nowadays Orgtechnica is one of
the leading Bulgarian producers of electronic  calculating and registering technique  cash registers, calculators, electronic taximeters and scales, fiscal printers, mechanical parts with galvanic coating, plastic details, electromechanical
knots and articles, bare and installed
boards and nonstandard instrumental
equipment. The most of its production
range is intended for export in Russia,
Ukraine, Belarus, Litva, Moldova, Serbia,
Malta, Czech, Slovakia, Poland, Hungary,
Romania, Turkey, Macedonia, Albania,
etc.
Daisy Technology

major Bulgarian state companies in the
fields of fork lift manufacturing and electronic controls. In 1993 the company became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Curtis
Instruments. In a short period of time Curtis-Balkan has become well known in Europe as a source of electronic equipment
which enhances the efficiency of batterypowered industrial vehicles. In 2000, Curtis Instruments Inc. expanded operations
of its subsidiary Curtis-Balkan by building
a modern factory in Sofia. The two-story
factory and offices occupied 20,000
square feet and houses equipment of advanced technology. Among the new products manufactured in the factory is Curtis
Sep Ex motor speed controller, designed
to enhance the efficiency of separately
excited motors. The new facility enables
Curtis-Balkan to serve markets in Western Europe.
Teletek Electronics

Daisy Technology Ltd. was established
in 1990. The main companys activity is
design of electronic devices as well as
software applications  cash registers,
electronic scales, printers, retail equipment, fiscal systems, gas station systems,
taximeters, GPS, energy meters. Company operates in the field of GPS Systems
for more than 6 years. Its personnel comprise of more than 300 employees. The
company has a well-developed production facility. Its products are well known
in most European Countries, Middle East
and Gulf Region, North America.

Teletek Electronics JSC is specialized
in development, production and export of
wired and wireless security systems - burglar and fire alarm control panels, keypads, detectors, sirens, accessories, etc.
Teletek a high-tech manufacturer of electronic devices under customers request,
too. Company was established in 1991
as a subsidiary of Teletek Group Holding,
Bulgaria. It has an efficient distribution
network of electronic products on the security systems market  for both residence and business premises. Its products are well known in Bulgaria and also
in 30 foreign countries in Europe, Asia,
Africa and Latin America.

Curtis-Balkan
Curtis-Balkan
Ltd. is a Bulgarian
manufacturer of
electronic devices,
instruments and
appliances
for
measuring, checking, testing, navigating and for other purposes. Company was found in
1989 as a joint
venture of Curtis Instruments and two

Carat Electronic
Carat Electronic AD is a Bulgarian IT
company, specialized in research, development and production of high-end electronic products and information systems.
The company was established in 1969
and thanks to the innovative approach
and successful commercial policy, the
company has become one of the leading
producers of information systems and microprocessor-based electronic devices for
the last 40 years. Carat Electronics produces various electronic products - electronic cash registers, fiscal printers, POS
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terminals and systems, electronic taximeters, electronic tachographs, information
systems for local monitoring and parameterization of power meters via PDA terminal and others. One of its major production lines is the static electricity meters.
Carat Electronics produces 8 different
models of electricity meters with advanced features and proved quality. The
company supplies a large number of
meters to the European energy giants 
CEZ, EON and EVN. The production process of the company comprises three
main departments  development and
manufacturing of electronic parts, technical equipment and tooling and plastic
parts production. Company has achieved
a finished production cycle  apart from
the electronic parts, the factory manufactures the hardware and firmware parts of
the products as well. Carat Electronics AD
is part of Zlaten Lev Holding JSC, Sofia
and receives the financial, marketing,
management and logistics support of the
Holding and the other enterprises from
the financial group.
SET Steiner Elektronik Technologie

SET Steiner Elektronik Technologie
GMBH is a Bulgarian manufacturer of single sided, double sided and multi layer
PCBs with more than 40 years experience. SETs factory is located in Rousse.
It has 450 employees and totals area
about 30 000 sq. m. Manufacturing capacity is 63 000 mI/year for double-sided plated printed circuit boards and
27000 mI/year for multilayer. A constantly working investment program increased
its capacity with 30% last year. All existing lead-free surfases as chem Ni/Au, galvanic Au, chem, tin, passivations, leadfree HAL are standard in SETs factory for
years. The manufacturer also has a completely automated schering system for

ESM-xx50 Series Process Controllers
With Smart Recognition Modular System

HIC

HIC AD is established in 1996 on the
foundation of the Hybrid Microelectronics department at Sofian Microelectronics Institute. The company has about 120
employees. About 80% of its production
 hybride IC, resistor matrix, highvoltage
resistors, PCB and microchip modules is
exported in West Europe.
Melexis
Melexis is a leading company in the automotive electronics market. The company is specialized in manufacturing and delivering of advanced Mixed Signal semiconductors, sensor ICs, programmable
sensor IC systems, programmable sen-

SEE ELECTRONICS

galvanic plating and contemporary
equipped and air-conditioning sections for
treatment and plating of all PCBs. Quality
management systems applied to the producer are ISO 9001:2000 and UL.

sors, sensor interface devices and microcontrollers. Since 1992 Melexis has a Bulgarian research centre and a new semiconductor testing facility since 2006. The
continuous strong growth of the company and the increasingly demanding IC requirements have urged on the need for
increased testing capacity and new state
of the art testing equipment for the existing site in Sofia. The centre occupies
12000 sq. m including one of the largest
clean rooms in Bulgaria. This 1000 sq. m
wafer probing area meets class 10 000
requirements and is equipped with 25
new wafer probing machines and has a
total capacity of 100 machines. Over 50
new test cells for final testing are in place
currently and a further 120 will be added
in the coming three years. In a period of
three years Melexis plans to invest 30
million euro in this new plant including
machinery and employee training. The
current work force of 200 people is expected to double within the same period
in order to meet the growing need for increasingly demanding ICs in automotive,
industrial and consumer markets.

Low Labour Costs Significant in making Eastern Europe the
Global Hub for Electronics Manufacturing Services

Says the new analysis from Frost & Sullivan Growth of Eastern Europe
as an Electronics Manufacturing Services (EMS) Hub
With the electronics manufacturing sector in eastern Europe witnessing tremendous growth
in the past decade, the region is emerging as a new global hub for the electronics manufacturing industry. Regional factors such as reduced labour costs, increase of foreign direct investments (FDIs) and the growth in the production networks in the region, are influencing the
growth in this industry and changing the overall dynamics of the market.
The new analysis from Frost & Sullivan Growth of Eastern Europe as an Electronics Manufacturing Services (EMS) Hub finds that that the electronics manufacturing services market in
eastern Europe earned revenues of $9.0 billion in 2006 and estimates this to reach $23.7
billion in 2013.
A structural transformation of the market is underway with manufacturing companies expanding to new locations and adopting a more global presence, resulting in the separation of
product design and development from the manufacturing process itself.
The need to maintain profit margins in the face of declining pricing trends and high competition has made low-cost manufacturing a necessity, notes Frost & Sullivan Research Analyst
Santosh Kumar P. This is encouraging the continuing migration of manufacturing processes in
the electronics industry to low-cost Asian countries and, lately, to eastern Europe.
The development of the outsourcing model by original equipment manufacturers (OEMs)
and electronics manufacturing service (EMS) providers is essentially driving the growth of the
EMS market in eastern Europe.
In fact, the recession of 2001 has led to the establishment of many manufacturing units in
this region and countries like Hungary and the Czech Republic have significantly exploited these
opportunities to strengthen their economies.

Our top series ESM-xx50
process controllers are
very innovative, flexible
and reliable controllers.
The smart recognition
moduler system offers a lot of opportunity for high-end process control
applications. The main features of this series are given below:
 Universal input for TC, RTD, mV, V, mA;
 Dual or multi-point calibration for voltage and current inputs;
 Smart I/O moduler system;
 Motorized valve control;
 8 steps profile control (Ramp&Soak function);
 Self tune/Auto tune PID;
 RS-232 or RS-485 Modbus Communication;
 Re-Transmission and Remote Set functions;
 Manual/Automatic mode selection for control outputs.

EMKO ELEKTRONIK

For fast info - enter 1101 in Free Information Card

EZM-XX50 Series Multifunctional
Programmable Timer & Counters

EZM-XX50 Series
devices offers
Counter,Totalizer
Counter, Batch Counter,
Timer, Chronometer,
Frequencymeter and Tachometer Functions in same device with
programmable functions:
 2x6 digits Display;
 Reset, Pause and ChA-ChB counting inputs;
 NPN/PNP type operation;
 Up Down Counting (ChA,Ch-B);
 Operation with 2 set values;
 Modular Outputs System;
 RS-232 or 485 Modbus Communication.
Application fields: packaging machines, cutting and processing machine
of glass, plastic, marble, sheet, iron, fabric all measurement and
controlling of dimension, count, total count, speed, cycle, productivity
and time.
EMKO ELEKTRONIK

For fast info - enter 1102 in Free Information Card

ESM-XX00 Series Process Indicators
With Smart Recognition Modular System

Configurable
universal input
permits the
connection of
Thermocouples,
RTDs or Transducers.
Re-transmission output and alarm outputs available for process variables
such as pressure, flow, level, temperature, etc.:
 Universal input for TC, RTD, mV, V, mA;
 Dual or multi point calibration for voltage and current inputs;
 4 digits Process (PV) Display;
 Dual or Multi Point Calibration for Voltage/Current Input;
 Programmable Alarm Functions;
 Smart Output moduler system;
 Retransmission of Process Value by using 0/4...20 mA Current Output
Module;
 RS-232 (standard) or RS-485 (optional) Serial Communication with
Modbus RTU protocol;
 Re-Transmission and Remote Set.

EMKO ELEKTRONIK

For fast info - enter 1103 in Free Information Card
Please visit our web site and contact us for detailed information.
Web: www.emkoelektronik.com.tr
Contact: sales@emkoelektronik.com.tr

The eastward expansion of the European Union (EU) also offers significant potential for
future growth and investment opportunities
considering the proximity of these manufacturing locations to the various end-user markets.
Despite the encouraging growth context that is prevailing in eastern Europe, countries in the
region are being challenged to transform an under-developed supplier base into a fully developed one that is adequate for supporting manufacturing facilities.
Domestic companies to be cost-competitive and capable of producing similar quality products as that of global suppliers in the volumes required by OEM and EMS companies to improve
the indigenous supply base, explains Kumar. In addition, factors such as government policies
and proximity to western Europe need to be adequately addressed to facilitate the development
of eastern Europe into a key global location for electronics manufacturing.
For fast info - enter 1104 in Free Information Card
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SEE NEWS
Microchip opens design center
in Romania

Microchip announced it has inaugurated a design center in Bucharest, Romania. The center is
part of Microchips worldwide network of design
centers. Microchip said it has recruited 15 employees, with an intention to count 30 jobs by
the end of 2008 and 100 jobs over the next years.
Bucharest was chosen as the location for
Microchips newest design centre because it
takes us closer to our customers who are increasingly turning to Eastern Europe for design
and manufacture, said Rich Simoncic, vice president of Microchips Analog and Interface Products Division, in a statement. It is only by working closely with our customers that we can understand the challenges they face and ensure
that we are developing the right products for
them.
For fast info - enter 1201 in Free Information Card

Siplace with Pinnacle Award

The automotive
electronics supplier
Delphi Corp. has
honored Siemens
Electronics Assembly Systems with its
2007
Pinnacle
Award. The coveted
prize, which Delphi Corporation presents to its
best suppliers, was presented to the global Siplace-team for the outstanding quality and competitiveness of its products and solutions. Factors
being evaluated include product quality, on-time
deliveries, service quality as well as lean management, innovative technologies, competitive costs,
outstanding management skills and the ability to
help Delphi lower its overall process costs.
The jurors honored particularly the successful
cooperation between Siemens and its customers.
Our entire team works hand-in-hand with our customers to develop processes that generate positive and sustainable benefits. We know that we
can only be successful if our customers are happy. We are particularly proud to receive this award
from Delphi, a company whose name stands for
exceptionally high quality guidelines and demanding supplier requirements, said Guenther Lauber,
CEO of Siemens EA.
For fast info - enter 1202 in Free Information Card

New catalogue from Arrow

A new catalogue that provides a single source of reference for engineers developing applications requiring displays, touch screens and embedded computing platforms
has been released by Arrow.
The Arrow Sub-Systems
Catalogue brings together details of a wide range of
displays, touch screen solutions, flat panel controllers, keypads, motherboards, single board computers and computer on module (COM) systems, says
the company.
The catalogue also provides comprehensive information on complementary products such as microcontrollers with integrated LCD controllers, analogue semiconductors, cables and adapter boards,
and embedded software.
The 44-page catalogue combines overviews of
products from many leading manufacturers with
detailed technical data and easy-to-use selection
charts. Information on Arrows custom sub-system
services is also provided, says the company.
For fast info - enter 1203 in Free Information Card
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Emerging markets, comprising e.g.
South-Eastern Europe, are very
interesting also for EMCO
Fabian Pavic, Sales Director,
EMCO Maier Ges.m.b.H.
Present EMCO activities in South-Eastern Europe (SEE) as history, activities and partners.
The EMCO Group is an association of mid-European top companies (EMCO, Magdeburg Werkzeugmaschinen, INTOS, FAMUP, MECOF) in the machine
tool trade with its headquarter in Hallein/Salzburg (A).
Embedded in a network of European producers, the
EMCO Group develops smart and innovative production solutions for the machining industry. Here, the
focus is on two business fields: On the one hand,
Innovative Machine Tools  the product range runs
from the moderately-priced standard machine to the
all-automatic, individually equipped CNC-production
cell  and the successful modular training concept by
EMCO Industrial Training Systems, which has made
us the world market leader, on the other. This was
achieved, above all, with our concept of the interchangeable control, which is unique all over the world.
In South-Eastern Europe we are represented, on
the one hand, via trade shows and via our partners
with whom we cooperate closely, on the other. In
the entire SEE market we are currently cooperating
with 12 partners. It is our objective to extend the
network of dealers even further. Additionally, we
inform the local specialized press regularly with
press reports on novelties regarding EMCO and
their products.
What is the most specific for the markets in
South-Eastern Europe (SEE) comparing to
Western or global?
There are mainly two major differences: The
machine is judged according to its price/performance ratio even more than in the western countries. Economic solutions are requested, i.e. either
used machines with a high service life or machines
offering high performance at a relatively moderate
price are in great demand.
What are the main products you target to SEE
markets, what are the most popular EMCO
machines in the markets in Romania and
Bulgaria?
The particular features of the South-Eastern European market just mentioned are also reflected in
the demand for our products: the EMCOTURN series, the most consequent proof of the implementation of our design-to-cost approach is in very great
demand.
Since the wage expenses are adjusted step by
step to the western level, the MAXXTURN model
series with its automation facilities experiences a
sales boom. Last but not least our used machines
are sold widely.
How EMCO business in SEE countries is organized  sales, support, training, marketing,
etc.
EMCO is cooperating closely with their dealers.
To fulfill the high demands requested by EMCO
and their partners, the staff and the dealers are
trained continuously regarding new products and
technologies. It is only in this way that we can competently advise our customers and interested partners. Furthermore, this is also the reason why partnerships of many years are established. This close
cooperation is reflected also in the organization of
distribution: sales, marketing, support, training are
implemented locally as well as centrally.
Which are the top technologies implemented
in EMCO products?
EMCOs core competence is reflected best by
the two philosophies Made in the Heart of Europe and Design to Cost. The development and
production of the machine is exclusively carried out

in Central Europe in cooperation with European
brand producers fulfilling top standards with a view
to quality, productivity and economy.
Design to Cost means that we offer to our customers the highest possible benefit at the lowest
possible costs. I.e. our customers pay only for what
they really need. Our focus is on price already during the development of the machines. All components contributing to performance, precision and
long life of a machine are optimized focusing at the
same time on the main functions for the customer.
Additionally, we are also able to offer individual
modular-type solutions tailored to the needs of our
customers.
Thus, EMCO features an unbeatable price/performance ratio.
How would you comment the market of used
machines in SEE region?
Used EMCO machines provide precision for
many years. The main reason for this can be found
in the high quality of the machines and their components. The extremely solid machine construction
offers high precision and long service life of the
product even under heavy-duty load. A one-year
warranty is granted by EMCO on used machines
which have run through a check-up in the headquarter prior to resale.
What is your impression of the specialists level in machine building area?
Presently, the dominating topic in economy all
over Europe is the lack of specialist workers, a problem, which also EMCO has to tackle. The great demand for highly skilled specialists is faced by a small
labour offer. I.e. the fight for qualified labour among
the companies has started. In the meantime some
companies have already responded to this fact having developed and started training programmes already in SEE. We thus hope that the somewhat
scratched image of the specialized worker is appreciated. Financially, the situation for the qualified
skilled labour has already changed positively.
I believe that it will take still some time (particularly in the area of apprentice training) until the measures taken will show their effect.
What are your future plans for your business
in SEE region?
EMCO is a large, internationally growing enterprise. This growth is generated particularly by its
own force. Naturally, emerging markets, comprising e.g. South-Eastern Europe, are very interesting
also for EMCO. Here it is our objective to extend
the network of dealers  also to countries where
we have not been represented to date. The measures to do this include intensification of cooperation with existing partners, the establishment of
new cooperation schemes and an increased market presence in general.

For fast info - enter 1301 in Free Information Card
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COMMERCIAL PUBLICATION

Copper is the sovering material in
the networks of water supply, central
heating, natural gas,
refrigeration, air conditioning, solar energy, firefighting, medical gases Its unique
mechanic and natural attributes remain
inalterable in the year. They bear in very
high pressures of operation, providing
safety and security. They are produced
according to ELOT En 1057 European directive, they are certified at ISO 9001,
they have quality sign from ELOT and are
covered with written guarantee for 30
years and with the security that provides
the 60 years of experience in this sector.
Quality fittings for
all variants, with
possibility of usefulness in all cases where the need
for quality exists but also for fast &
secure installation. Qualitative insulation in all dimensions and thicknesses. But also accessories
for easy management and application conformity.

SOLDATOS
For fast info - enter 1401 in Free Information Card
England ASPEN PUMPS manufactures a very big line of
condensation pumps for all applications and multiple needs of
installations. Pumps with pistons,
mini but also with autonomous reservoirs from 4 until 15m manometric pressure, peristaltic, silent but
also with output capacity up to
350lt/h. For applications in commercial and industrial refrigeration
but also in disposing waters from
dish-washers BBJ is a separate
line of products that surrounds and
maximizes the effectiveness of line
of pumps. Among others includes
brackets for supporting air conditioning systems, piping installation,
protective cages, and various other accessories designed to
make the life of technician easy and the installation simple and
fast.

SOLDATOS
For fast info - enter 1402 in Free Information Card
Multi use joints for subdivisions of air-conditioning units VRF
with multidiameter sized ends for systems up to 120KW and accessories
special designed and manufactured for
VRF systems (multi split with altered
flow cooling)
that can have
total capacity of
internal units up
to 112KW (and individual capacity of
exterior unit up to 29KW). Each piece is
provided with multi diameter sized ends, in order to cut it in the
desirable dimension at the installation, with possibility the pipe
to be linked entering in before soldering. All joints are provided
with an internal safety so that buckle the pipe that enter from
their interior. There are kits for 2 pipes, 3 pipes systems but also
collecteurs with 5 pipes and 8 pipes.

SOLDATOS
For fast info - enter 1403 in Free Information Card
Please visit our web site and contact us for detailed information.
Web: www.soldatos.gr
E-shop: www.soldatos.gr/shop
E-mail: export@soldatos.gr

The complete solution to supporting building services
and access equipment on a flat roof
DESIGNED BY ENGINEERS FOR ENGINEERS...
BBJ can supply roof support systems, condensing unit
brackets, protective guards and a complete range of pipe
fixings, all designed to make life easy and quick for the
installation engineer.
Big Foot Systems are designed to support anything
that is installed on a flat roof. This creates a safe and secure
support for all air conditioning
and refrigeration roof plant
and associated services.
Big Foot Systems have
been used on countless prestigious projects including
Leatherhead Police HQ, University of Leeds, HSBC Leicester and the TTC Hotel Dublin.
The main advantages of using the Big Foot System are:
Reduced risk of leaks
Does not penetrate the roof surface, removing any difficult detailing around concrete structures
Reduces the cost of the roofing installation
Removes concrete obstacles, creating a clear roof area
therefore reducing complex, timely and expensive detailing
No plant decommissioning
No need to remove or decommission roof plant during
roof repairs or resurfacing
Improved aesthetics
Neat and tidy solution for all roof plant and associated
services
Guide to Big Foot Systems
There are no limits to
what can be supported with
a Big Foot System. Most simple installations can be successfully achieved using the
standard range of modular
frames. On more complex
projects we offer a bespoke
frame design service. The design team simply require the
weights and dimensions of the plant with a roof plan if
available, to produce a quotation and advise weight loadings. In addition, made to measure H Frames can be manufactured for specialist heavy duty pipe, duct and cable supports. Due to the flexible nature of the Big Foot System, it is
possible to change elements of the frame design during or
even after the completion of the project. The growth in
single ply roofing membranes has driven the need for free
standing roofing support systems. Big Foot Systems have
continued to improve the product range and technical support to meet the challenges of modern construction techniques.
Bespoke Frameworks
Tailored to meet your every need. With a plan of your
roof and dimensions /
weights of the plant, we can
specify complete Big Foot
frameworks to support up to
10 tons. The system is completely flexible - we can
change any part of the design
of the frame at any time! We can increase or reduce the
weight loading (kN/m2) by changing the number of leg
assemblies on the frame. The Big Foot mouldings are made
of Glass filled Nylon with UV protection. An independent
anti-vibration mat is provided for each foot. All metalwork
is hot dip galvanised for all weather protection. Our system
allows for each leg assembly to be removed individually
whilst the roof surface is maintained or even re-roofed without the need to decommission and removal of equipment.
Big Foot Systems set the standard of installation on site,
providing the consultant with a method of installation which
is quick, clean, practical and aesthetically pleasing.
Modular Frameworks
There are three basic
modular frameworks available in 1m, 2m and 3m versions. For flexibility, all leg assemblies and cross-bars on
the modular frameworks slide
up and down to the required
location.
The modular frameworks come with 305mm2 feet

For fast info - enter 1404 in Free Information Card
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which are provided with anti-vibration mats to fit underneath. The frame is constructed from 40mm x 40mm standard box section. For heavier loads larger 450mm2 feet
are available and heavy duty 50mm x 50mm box section
for some components.
H Frame Support System
The H Frame Set is a
quick, versatile and economical solution for supporting
pipework, ductwork, cable
trays or any combination of
these. You provide your own
unistrut, keeping the duct and
pipe installations low cost and totally flexible by fabricating
the frameworks on-site. Using inserts, the feet adapt to
accommodate 41mm x 41mm off-the-shelf unistrut. The
majority of installations require 305mm H Frames but
where a greater load spread is required 450mm H Frames
are also available. On larger, more complex projects, we
are able to offer a pre-fabricated H Frame design service.
Multi Foot Support System
As part of the expanding
Big Foot range, the Multi Foot
is designed to be a multi-purpose ductwork, cable and
pipework support. The
Multi Foot is an extremely versatile and cost effective onepiece support available in two
sizes with optional AV mats.
Multi Foot can be used to support small and large pipework systems, cable trays, ductwork or any combination of these.
Fix-it Foot Support System
The 3 sizes of Fix-it Foot are
the latest addition to the Big Foot
support range. This foot has
40mm x 20mm aluminium
channel recessed into the top
face, allowing fixing of the services resting across
the feet. Recesses in
the underside allow
for small debris on the
roof surface. The Fix-it
Foot is made of durable recycled rubber,
which offers built-in anti-vibration and makes it both an
economical and environmentally responsible piece of kit!
Walkway Systems
The Big Foot Walkway is ideal
for establishing clear, safe pathways
around installations on a flat roof. It
offers a secure route for service engineers to gain access to plant and
for managing the flow of other personnel. Once on-site, the Walkway
is very simple and quick to assemble. The metalwork is galvanised to
withstand the year-round elements on a roof, and the gritted top to the Walkway grating provides a permanent nonslip surface in any weather. The Walkway frameworks comprise of straight sections in 1.5m, 1m & 0.5m lengths, plus
45°, 90° & T-junctions. At Big Foot Systems we will be
happy to specify a Walkway designed specially to meet
your needs. All you need to do is provide accurate drawings of the flat roof and its existing installations and we will
supply you with a planned layout and quote.
Rapid Walkway System
A brand new product for the
Big Foot Systems range, this
beautifully simple walkway system is supported on recycled
rubber blocks. Designed to protect and create a designated
walkway area for roof protection, safety of personnel
etc. Rapid on site fabrication - 30m per hour Straight
lengths in up to 3m sections. Walkway surface in Yellow or Grey fibreglass Optional hand rails can be added
afterwards Recycled rubber foot supports. Available offthe-shelf.
For fast info - enter 1405 in Free Information Card

PRODUCTRONICA 2007 is the biggest exhibition related to electronic manufacturing which add together producers and providers from EMS field. This event takes place
once in 2 years in Munich, Germany. More than 40 000
visitors from 100 countries participate in this event. Practically here you can see LIVE all the technology for inspection & test of electronics boards. In 10 halls with 110,000
m2 of exhibition space we can see almost all the technology used in: Semiconductor, display and photovoltaic manufacturing, MicroNanoWorld, Materials processing, Manufacturing technologies for PCBs and Component mount
technology, Soldering technology, Test and measurement,
Quality assurance Electronic manufacturing services (EMS),
Production logistics and material-flow technology Production subsystems, General operating aids and equipment,
environmental technology, Services
ORBOTECH AOI AT PRODUCTRONICA: Area A2,
Booth 475
Orbotech, as a leading company in automated optical
inspection, will present Symbion P36 Plus automated
optical inspection (AOI) system for solder paste inspection
in the electronics assembly manufacturing process.
Symbion P36 Plus features Orbotechs unique POP
(Parallel Optical Path) 3-D and 2-D detection technology
and easy Wizard & Go operation for 100% volumetric
solder paste inspection accuracy at ultra fast speed. This
new model is enhanced with the latest streamlined architecture and high-powered processing capabilities. This system is a result of our continued commitment to on-going
research and development to provide best-in-class solutions
that help manufacturers achieve critical improvements in
their operational costs and yields.
Increasingly in todays competitive electronics assembly industry, 3-D solder paste inspection is being implemented to prevent end of line defects before they occur.
The majority of all solder related defects can be attributed
to paste printing process related issues, and with lead-free
processes, smaller components and higher densities, printing challenges are even more difficult. By incorporating
the advanced volumetric solder paste inspection available
from Symbion P36 Plus AOI into the SMT line, users can
optimize volume, area, position and paste height thresholds and correlate them to the root cause of post-reflow
defects. Once characterized, paste deposits that are likely
to cause post-reflow defects can be stopped after screening and corrected. At the same time, trend data from the
paste inspection stage can be used to correct the screening process parameters that are causing faulty paste deposits.
Symbion P36 Plus is part of Orbotechs innovative total
solution for defect prevention which includes fully integrated ADVISOR process control software. Manufacturers
can now have a holistic view of quality relevant metrics for
the entire line from a single source. This includes an easilyaccessible central data hub where all relevant SMT quality
data including AOI resource information such as programs,
inspection results as well as process machine parameters
and setup data are stored. In addition to providing highly
accurate inspection results from Orbotech AOI systems, it
automatically links post-reflow AOI inspection data with
solder paste AOI inspection data and solder paste inspection results with paste printer machine events. Also included is an alarm engine that sends alerts when processes are
out of operator-defined parameters and that can stop a
related machine if desired. The overall result is easy, costeffective, real-time information access that manufacturers
can use to detect trends that lead to defective boards,
correct process machine parameters before defects occur
and achieve reduced levels of line DPMO (defects per million opportunities).

Orbotechs comprehensive product line for electronics assembly also includes high performance post-solder AOI systems, Orbotech S36.

ALFA TEST distributes ORBOTECH AOI equipments
in Romania, Bulgaria and Ex-Yugoslavia.

gram electronic circuits. It has been designed to unlock the
potential of JTAG (IEEE 1149.1 standard) .The aggressive
price/quality ratio makes the XJTAG solutions extremely
competitive on the market. By providing access to normal
programming concepts such as variables, looping and flow
control, XJEase allows you to create complex tests for your
board. The high-level nature of the language makes the
process of test development relatively quick and easy, by
abstracting the detail of how the test is to be implemented
in a particular circuit from the programmatic description of
the logic of the test.
XJTAG Professional Kit and JTAG schematic connection.

Teradyne -in circuit test and automated XRAY
testers will be presented at Productronica in Area
A1 booth 335. Alfa Test is doing Teradyne in-circuit hardware service behind Teradyne in Romania,
Hungary, Bulgaria and Ex-Yugoslavia. Also we are
doing in circuit test programming for Teradyne and
former Genrad testers for customers in Europe.
Then, knowing what type of technology can be
used in specific conditions a very good strategy
for test & inspection will minimize the production
costs and will increase the quality of your products in a very efficient manner. Productronica it
is the right place where we can meet to present
you these technologies LIVE. I will be during the
exhibition from Tuesday 13th of November till Friday 16th of November in Munich, in area A1-A2
having demo with customers. Please call me, then
I can present you directly on the specified booth
these technologies!

ALFA TEST distributes XJTAG solutions in Romania,
Hungary and Ex-Yugoslavia.
TAKAYA FLYING PROBE AT PRODUCTRONICA Area A2, Booth 469
Itochu-Systech, the worldwide distributor of TAKAYA
in-circuit testers will present at Productronica 2007 the
newest generations of flying probe testers: TAKAYA 9611
CE and Takaya APT-820CE.

Toader Marius - ALFA TEST
marius.toader@alfatest.ro
mobile:+40 723 524 364
For fast info - enter 1501 in Free Information Card

Takaya APT-9611 CE is the fastest and the most reliable flying probe system on the market having access from
top PCB site using 4 moveable high precision probe and
from bottom PCB side with two moveable high precision
probes that can access the PCB pads with 5um precision.
System is capable of running 200 steps per minute. Also,
having possibility for 3 AOI high resolution camera the
system is capable of doing optical test, OCR recognition
and bar code reading.
Takaya APT-820 CE is the low cost - entry system with
2 flying probes and one optical camera. Keeping the quality of measurement and the same moving speed this system is specially designed for low volume manufacturing
companies.
ALFA TEST distributes TAKAYA Flying Probe testers
in Romania, Bulgaria&Ex-Yugoslavia.
Technolab - technical endoscopes - AT PRODUCTRONICA - Area A3, Booth 136
Technolab develops and produces special solutions for
technical analysis and inspection. Technolab systems include flexible microendoscopes, rigid endoscopes, standard
microscopes and videomicroscopes with megapixel resolution in addition we produce Xenon light sources, IR-cam-

eras, as well as software to capture and manage pictures
Rigid Endoscopes with auto focus and Xenon light
and flexible 0.25mm fiber optics endoscope
Image software provided together with endoscopes or
optical tools is capable to acquires, compares and analyz-

Orbotech P-36 and AOI Laser verification station

XJTAG - Boundary scan solutions AT PRODUCTRONICA - Area A1, Booth 448
The XJTAG development system is a revolutionary new
test suite, with a range of software products and XJLink (a
USB-JTAG connector) that enable users to test and pro-

es the collected images .
ALFA TEST distributes Technolab products in Romania, Bulgaria and Ex-Yugoslavia.
For fast info - enter 1502 in Free Information Card
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Inspection & Test of electronic boards - PRODUCTRONICA 2007
13-16 November, Munich, Germany - WHAT you can see!

SEE INTERVIEW

Balkans is a market that now is making the
first steps to its development
Present the THOMASON MACHINERY
company as history, activities, mission and
markets.
Since its establishment in 1977, THOMASON
MACHINERY LTD. is one of the leading Industrial
companies in manufacturing of all kinds of filling
lines and its accessories for the Cosmetic, Liquid
detergents, Pharmaceutical, Food and Beverage,
Dairy, Motor oils, Vegetables oils, Olive oils,
Chemical and Agro-chemical as well as Household products industry.
Our reputation for specialization related to the
ability to manufacture machines to fill any type
of liquids and powders in any container (bottles,
tins, jars, portion etc.,) has exceeded and spread
to include clients in many European and Middle
East countries.
Thomason have based their success on being
able to customize each machine to match the
clients' product by looking to its own design departments manned by highly skilled personnel
using computerized drawing system for developing and studying machine components for absolute precision performance and producing machines that have sophisticated engineering, sturdy construction and long term reliability.
All machines are of European high standard
materials manufactured by advanced technological CNCS for high performance and precision.
Our successes are also attributed to the excellent and expedite After Sales Service which we
stress and consider as one of the most important
factors in our company. We undertake to train

clients technicians, handle all installation and
startup as well as troubleshooting and servicing
activities for clients worldwide. Research and development is done in our test laboratory and all
machines go through extensive tests before delivery. You can count on Thomason to provide
your company with solutions for modernizing existing packaging lines or installing new equipment at the most competitive prices.
What are the main products you develop
and manufacture?
The main production lines of the company are:
Fully automatic & semi-automatic Filling machines for liquid and cream in bottles and jars.
Fully automatic & semi-automatic Filling machines for powders in bottles and jars.
Fully automatic & semi-automatic Filling machines for liquids in medal and plastic containers from 10 to 300 ltrs.
Fully automatic & semi-automatic Filling machines for aluminum and plastic tubes.
Fully automatic Capping machines for all kind
of caps.
Fully automatic & semi-automatic Labeling machines for any kind of labels including the application of multiple labels.
Single & multi lane automatic filling - aluminum
sealing - and lid closing for dairy and food staff
products in cups.
Automatic & semi-automatic aluminum foil cutting and sealing machines.
Automatic carton forming - filling - and closing

Mr. Christakis Thomas, Managing Director,
THOMASON MACHINERY LTD.
machines with cold glue or hot melt for powders and granules.
Bottle rinsing machines (washing).
Thermoforming filling sealing machines for butter, jam, wax etc.
The last couple of years our research and development department has turned to the Rotary
Monoblock machines, following the big request
from our customers in order to develop the existing design of our machines to be able to satisfy
even the most demandable customer.
What are the main markets you serve?
From the first years of Thomason machinery
operation the administration of the company realized that Cyprus was too small to accomplish
their dreams so through tough work and our
machineries reliability we managed to spread in
the most countries in Middle east, Balkans, Eastern Europe and recently we are making efforts to
enter in the Central Europe market.
Among the countries in which our Machineries are established are Belarus, Cyprus, Canada,
Egypt, France, Greece, Iraq, Jordan, Kazakhstan,
Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, S. Arabia, Serbia,

Ecotech Engineering presents
new partner products
HORMESA is a company
specialized in delivery integral solutions for the foundries. We supply systems and
equipment that increase the
value added to the foundry
industry of Ferrous and Non
Ferrous Metals.
Customer driven attitude
and continuous technologic
development allows us to offer to the foundrymen practical solutions for its industrial
process.
MELTING TOWER
Model SST
l Melting range de 500 2500 kg/h and holding 1000
/ 6000 kg with very low energy consuption
l Simple cleaning and reliable operation, the accurate
flame control gives minimum
metal losses

l Preheating of the metal
due to the hot combustion
gases l Automatic feeding
with hydraulic elevator

General representative
for Bulgaria and Macedonia:
ECOTECH ENGINEERING LTD.
67, Cherni Vrah Blvd.
1407 Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel.: +359 2 962 53 66
Fax: +359 2 868 71 96
info@ecotech-eng.com
www.ecotech-eng.com
For fast info - enter 1601 in Free Information Card
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Digi: Ethernet-to-serial adapters

The Digi Connect ME is a
connector-style embedded
module that enables manufacturers to keep pace with
ever-evolving networking
technology by easily adding
secure web-enabled network connectivity to their
products.
l 32-bit NET+ARM7 microprocessor NetSilicon NS7520
l Cable 10/100Base-T Ethernet interface
l Standard RJ-45 Ethernet
connector
l 2/4 MB FLASH and 8 MB
RAM
l High speed TTL serial interface
l GPIO pins
l RoHS compatible
l Optional plug-and-play
firmware
l Optional JTAG interface
for development purposes
(DC-ME-01T-JT)
The Digi Connect ME is
pin-compatible and interchangeable with the Digi
Connect® Wi-ME, making it

easy to migrate to a wireless
solution without the traditional complexities of hardware
and software integration
work.
The new Digi JumpStart Kit
for Microsoft .NET Micro
Framework brings state of
the art Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 to the development
of small embedded systems.

COMET ELECTRONICS

16, Tsar Samuil str.
1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel.: (+3592) 915 58 00
Fax: (+3592) 954 03 84
e-mail: office@comet.bg
web site: www.comet.bg
For fast info - enter 1602 in Free Information Card

RCM4100 RabbitCore

The RCM4100 microprocessor core modules are
compact, powerful control
devices for embedded applications that require I/O control, data handling, and peripheral connectivity.
The RCM4100 series is
the first of the next generation core modules to take
advantage of the new Rabbit 4000 microprocessor.
The Rabbit 4000 features a
clock speed of up to 60
MHz, hardware DMA, auxiliary I/O, quadrature decoder, input capture, 40 GPIO
lines shared with up to six
serial ports, and four levels
of alternate pin functions
that include variable phase
PWM. The 500+ new operational code instructions increase processing efficiency. The RCM4100 series
features a small footprint of
1.41 x 1.88 (36 mm x 48
mm), complete with the

Rabbit 4000 microprocessor, 512K Flash, and 256K
or 512K data SRAM. The
RCM4100 model adds an 8channel A/D converter.
Three versions are available
for varying speeds and
memory options. The
RCM4100 core modules
provide the I/O control and
connectivity for a wide range
of real-world embedded applications.

COMET ELECTRONICS

16, Tsar Samuil str.
1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel.: (+3592) 915 58 00
Fax: (+3592) 954 03 84
e-mail: office@comet.bg
web site: www.comet.bg
For fast info - enter 1603 in Free Information Card

What is the most specific for the markets in
South-Eastern Europe (SEE) comparing to
Western or global?
The needs for machines in the SEE are restricted in small Bottling lines in contrast with
the Western markets which are fans of big bottling lines. Even though will come the time that
the SEE market will reach the standards of the
Western markets.
What is the place of SEE producers of F&B
machines in the strongly competitive environment at the world market?
The environment of the F&B machinery producers is very competitive. But from our side
we are doing our best to match up, or even to
supplant the rest of our competitors by implementing new technology and innovations on our
products. We have some advantage like the lowest cost for the work force but on the other
hand we dont have all the raw material in our
countries, so at the end we are at the same
start point.
What would be the formula of success for
SEE producers of F&B machines to sell in
the price sensitive markets as the Balkans
markets?
As I mentioned before the Balkans is a market
that now is making the first steps to its development. To try to insert in this market its a little bit
tricky because there is no formula that can help
you to treat you future customers. Every Machinery manufacturer has to put on a balance the
Quality and the Reliability from the one and the
Cost on the other. From my point of view I prefer
to make no discounts on Quality and reliability
because I dont want to have any affect our machines Quality and Reliability standards.
What are the most important events organized in the region focused on F&B machines and components? Which of them you
participated in?
The recent years we are participating to the
Gulf Food Exhibition in Dubai, Novisad Exhibition
in Serbia, Belgrade Exhibition in Serbia and
Syskevasia Exhibition in Greece.
This year we decided in addition to participate to Balkan Pac in Bulgaria as well.
As you see all the above mentioned events
are either Markets that we are established or
Markets that we are intending to enter.
What are the latest and state-of-the-art technologies implemented in nowadays F&B
machines?
There are many systems which can be considered state of the art nowadays. For example
flow meters, touch screen monitors, servo motors, SCADA systems, Ultrasonic sensors and
more other systems which are making our life
and our customers life much easier.
Do you consider the region is rich or poor in
highly qualified engineers specialized in this field?
Despite that our region is the heart of engineering a good engineer is very difficult to be
found. I personally realized the problem during
my efforts to hire personnel for our R&D department. Maybe is the field that we are activated
which has tremendous needs of knowledge or is
the rapid development of the technology and the
needs to stay up to date but concluding a good
engineer is very hard to be found.
What are your expectations for the F&B machines business future development?
Personally my expectations and my aim is to
restrict as much as possible the small producers
which dont follow the European Standards and
Directives which have a tremendous impact on
machines quality and safety and they put the producers and the consumers in danger.

Win A Microchip PICDEM MC Development Board
for Motor Control Design!!
Microchips PICDEM MC Development Board makes
it easy for engineers of all experience levels to costeffectively add the efficiency and reliability of electronic
motor control to their embedded designs.
The new PICDEM MC supports creation of both AC
Induction Motor (ACIM) and Brushless DC (BLDC) advanced motor control applications with the
PIC18FXX31 family of MCUs. These devices feature
three advanced motion control modules, including a
built-in quadrature encoder interface.
The PICDEM MC board is also constructed with
complete electrical isolation from the power circuitry,
allowing users to plug in the MPLAB In-Circuit Emulator (ICE 2000) or MPLAB In-Circuit Debugger (ICD 2)
for full programming, debugging and emulation while
high power is connected to the board. In addition, the
PICDEM MC boards isolated serial-port PC interface
to the MC-GUI software enables users to modify their
application parameters on the fly. The PICDEM MC
combines the above features with included hex, assembler and C source files to provide a complete ref-

SEE INDUSTRY

Sudan, Syria, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, Yemen, Pakistan, Romania, Russia.

erence design for ACIM and BLDC motor control applications.
Supported by Microchips Motor Control Design Centre (www.microchip.com/motor) and the free to download MC-GUI, engineers will easily be able to add electronic control to their motor-driven products, reduce development time and costs.
For the chance to win one of these boards, log onto
www.microchip-comp.com/SEIM-picdemmc
and enter your details into the online entry form.

Manufacturer of:
 Electric Pedestrian Operated
Pallet Stackers and Trucks
 Hand Operated and Hand-towed
Battery Pallet Stackers
 Transport equipment: Hand
pallet trucks; Platform trolleys;
Box trolleys; Warehouse
carts; Staircase carts and etc.

www.veni-bg.com
VENI & Co. Ltd.
51-53 Kutlovitza Str., 1505 Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel: +359 2/9461393, Fax: +359 2/9433254
e-mail: info@veni-bg.com
Our Partners in Romania:
Balkancar Srl., Tel.: 004021 2523703
Vectra exim & Decaangeli trade, Tel.: 004021 3107555

For fast info - enter 1701 in Free Information Card

For fast info - enter 1702 in Free Information Card
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SEE EVENTS

International Technical Fair TIB 2007
The 33rd edition of the International Technical Fair  TIB, took place between
2 and 6 October 2007 at Romexpo Exhibition Centre in Bucharest, Romania.
The prestigious technical event gathered together 1 039 companies, out of
which 53% Romanian and 47% foreign companies from 27 countries: Austria,
Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, China, Croatia, Switzerland, The Czech Republic,
Estonia, Russia, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Great Britain, Finland, The
Netherlands, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Swiss, Turkey, Tunisia,
Ukraine and Hungary. The surface occupied by exhibitors totals 54 000 sq.m
(42 000 sq.m inside and 12 000 on the outer platforms).
Foreign and Romanian exhibitors covered a wide range of industry sectors as
usual: electrical engineering, electronics, automation, power engineering,
telecommunications, energy, metallurgy, chemistry, welding, metal working,
mechanical gears, pumps, compressors, fittings, etc.
South-East European industrial suppliers
were presented by Turkey with 43 participants, Bulgaria  27, Greece  3 and two from
Croatia.
Compared to the 2006 edition, TIB 2007 registers both an over 20% increase of the exhibition surface, and an approximately 15% increase
in its number of participants. This progress, according to the Romexpo officials, is mainly due
to the development of the mechanical engineering sector, which has registered a 30% increase
as against the previous edition, as well as to Romanias integration in the European Union, a fact
having also contributed to the increase in the
number of foreign participants and the exhibition

surface requested thereby.
For more accurate addressability, TIB was devided into
four main sectors
respectively Tooltech, Fluidtech, Electrotech,
Metaltech and also in Car Engineering Show,
Transport and Storage Show, Energetics Show,
Chemistry and Petrochemistry Show.
The Research Show and the 11th edition of
International exhibition for inventors, scientific
research and new technologies INVENTIKA, held
simultaneously with TIB at Romexpo Exhibition
Centre. Besides the Romanian inventors there
were participants from Croatia, Iran, Republic of
Moldova, China and Russia.

South-East European participants at TIB,
Romania

TIB exhibitors short review

ATRA Ltd., a Bulgarian manufacturer of lighting fixtures and electrical installation products.

Mycrosyst is a Bulgarian producer of sensors,
transmitters, process indicators, controllers,
calibrators and laboratory devices.
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AVKO Jsc, a Bulgarian producer and supplier
of industrial gaskets and insulations, including
different types of sealing products and high
temperature insulation.

Traditional Bulgarian participant Comet Electronics, leading electronic components supplier for Balkan region.
Comet Electronics presented new Siemens Wireless Quad Band GSM and
GPRS class 12 Terminal
TC65T, with DB9 and Micro-and-Lock data connectors and Java support.

Bulgarian company Kimex Technology distributes electric welding machines, welding
equipment and CNC machines.

NIKDIM Ltd. is a Bulgarian company specialized in production
of low and medium
voltage electrical appliances.

NIKDIM
presented
new NH
electric
fuse links
gL-gG
class, 500V.

SEE EVENTS
Samel 90 PLC is a manufacturer of customer
and special purpose electronic products, LED
lights, piezzo-ceramic, steatite, metal, plastic
and rubber products.
Samel 90 PLC, Bulgaria, presented
new steatite ceramic products for
different assemblies, induction
coils and other
products in the
electrical industry
field.

Havells Sylvania Germany GmbH is a leading
global supplier of full range professional and
residential lighting solutions.

ELBA is a leading manufacturer of luminaries
and lighting systems in Romania. Company
presented at TIB new fluorescent and LED luminaries, emergency and explosion-proof
lighting and LED traffic lights.

Electra S.R.L. is a Romanian producer of electronic
equipment: intercoms, single- and double sided printed
circuit boards and heat cost allocators.

Electra exhibited new design video
intercoms with advanced technology
digital communication and audio-video flexibility.

RAIS is a Bulgarian CNC machine tool producer and representative agent of Fanuc and Takisawa Machine Tools.
RAIS Ltd. performed a vertical machining
center M500
designed for
versatile applications with focus on high
speed and accuracy.

Wago Kontakttechnik, a leading provider of
professional electrical connection systems for
terminal blocks, interface modules, digital and
analogue I/O systems, participates at TIB with
its Romanian partner VDR&Servicii.
VDR&Servicii presented
new pneumatic pinch
valve type VMP-Compact, produced by AKO
Armaturen & Separations GmbH, for automatic shut off, intended
for dust, granule, powder, suspension, sewage, air venting, etc.

Romanian representative of Koumakis products and elements for transport systems.

Conis Company Ltd is specialized in design,
development and production of various types
of capacitors, EMI and RFI filters.
Conis Company
presented new
range single- and
three-phase capacitors for power factor correction.

Romanian company AEM manufactures single- and three phase electric energy meters,
gas, water and heat energy meters and lighting luminaires.

Ozdemir Reductor is a leading Turkish producer of helical, worm and special type gearboxes
and magnetic brakes.
south-east european
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SEE APPLICATIONS

Opet makes its choice on behalf of
energy saving and efficiency

A reasonable energy saving beside efficiency operation has been achieved by using Omron-Yaskawa
drivers in Marmara Eregli and Mersin terminals.
Opet was found in 1992. Opets main facilities are retail dealer, commercial and industrial oils, lube oil and transportation.

nous motors and also adds that 20% energy saving achieved
by using Omron-Yaskawa E7 series inverters on 14 pumps which

Opet has focused on infrastructural investments that deliver quite
competitive advantages after being merged by KOC Holding.
98 octane gas oil has been imported first time in Turkey and
Ultra Euro diesel oil served before Europe by Opet who is undersigning many first ideas since their foundation.
We visited Marmara Eregli terminal, the newest terminal settled on 220.000 square meter area. 480.000 m3 current capacity will be enhanced up to 730.000 m 3 with in the next years.
Increased capacity brings more power consumption and plant
administration has planned to use Invertors for energy saving
purpose on pumping stations and applied on Mersin terminal for
the first time at 2006.
The first experiments are performed to avoid the pressure imbalance during on-off on pumping stations which is driven by
direct star-triangle connection. Soft start/stop of the pumps delivered a reliable and efficient operation while providing a reasonable energy saving. After the first results, inverter usage was
spread by applying on the rest of the pump stations.
Yasar Acaroglu, Terminal Manager of Mersin Plant has reported that Inrush current which comes together by direct startriangle connection also was reducing the lifespan of the asynchro-

investment return-back period is around 4-5 months
Turhan Gokturk, Opet investments chief electrical manager
says that they are quite pleased by solving their problems which
comes trough many years. He is especially pointing on soft start/
stop procedure beside the energy saving advantages.
E7 series Omron-Yaskawa invertors are chosen by PLC Engineering Co. Omron Local Mechatronic Center- for product quality and quick, efficient technical support features of Omron. PLC
Engineering Co. provides comprehensive automation systems for
new investments and revising of old plants of OPET by Omron
product family.
Omron-Yaskawa E7 series invertors have been designed for
fan and pump applications operating with V/f control algorithm
where variable torque requirements are in need.
E7 Series invertors supports up to 120% of the nominal current per minute, besides that energy saving algorithm which supports up 20% energy saving possibility makes it unique among
the competitive products.
With an optional phase-shifting input transformer, the E7 dualdiode bridge can be operated in 12-pulse rectification mode, reducing input-current harmonic distortion.
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Inrush current which comes together by direct star-triangle connection also was reducing the lifespan of the
asynchronous motors

They obtained 20% energy saving in Mersin Terminal

There are 3 pcs. 220kW and 2 pcs 300kW inverters in the
system

Its possible to monitor whole system via SCADA

Reporter : Taner Paca / Motion &
Drive Product Engineer, OEE-TR
Editor: Esra Ilter / MARCOM
responsible, OEE-TR

SEE NEWS
Rutronik opened New Site in
Serbia

Rutronik Elektronische Bauelemente
GmbH expanded its
presence in Eastern Europe with a sales office
in Serbia. The customers who were previously taken care of from
Slovenia will now receive advice and technical support on the
Thomas Rudel
spot. Rutronik Serbia is
part of the area of responsibility of Area Sales Manager South Eastern Europe, Ladislaus Reiter, who
reports directly to Sales Director Europe, Frank Rotthoff. In addition to Serbia, Rutronik is represented
in other countries in Eastern Europe: Poland, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Czech Republic, Romania,
Hungary, Bulgaria, Estonia and Lithuania. The main
target group of Rutronik include electronic manufacturing services who have increasingly settled in
Eastern Europe in recent years because of favourable general conditions and the general shift of
production towards the East.
Our premise is successive healthy growth.
When we looked at Rutroniks European presence,
we noticed a gap in the Balkans that with our site
in Serbia will go a good way in closing. We are
definitely examining, very closely, our business
opportunities in the countries where we are not
yet directly represented. By opening new sales
offices we are reacting to the demands here. Serbia has now established itself as a promising independent market in Europe, which means that
we see good sales opportunities, explains Thomas Rudel, Managing Director Sales & Marketing
at Rutronik.
For fast info - enter 2101 in Free Information Card

Fastest 1 Mb serial EEPROM
devices by Microchip

Microchip has introduced
the 25AA1024 and 25LC1024,
along with the 25AA128,
25LC128, 25AA512 and
25LC512 128 Kbit and 512 Kbit
devices. The company now
provides SPI serial EEPROMs
across a wide memory-density range (1 Kbit - 1
Mbit).
All of the new devices are specified to operate
over an extended temperature range. With bytelevel reads and writes, the 10MHz 25XX128 and
25XX512 devices and the 20MHz 25XX1024 devices
do not require sector erases prior to writes. This
provides faster programming times and lower program voltages.
The new devices also consume very low operating and standby currents, while supporting full
voltage-range operation from 1.8V to 5.5V. The
devices also feature a deep power-down mode,
which further reduces standby currents when the
EEPROM device is not in use. For applications
that require Flash-like operation, the 25XX1024
and 25XX512 devices offer sector erase, chip
erase and read identification (ID) with four sectors per chip.
The devices ability to respond to both serial
EEPROM and Flash commands makes them the
most flexible devices in their class, says the company.
For fast info - enter 2102 in Free Information Card
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E7 series invertors are installed on fire pump stations in
the first step, for the next applications the retail pumps will be
fitted by Omron-Yaskawa invertors. By this application it is going to be possible to fill up the
tankers with two pumps instead
of four while having an efficient/
reliable operation besides energy
saving feature.
IP54 protection class invertors
for outdoor applications are covered by wide range product family of E7 series. E7 provides a silent operation and optional variety of communication modules 
Profibus, DeviceNet, RS422makes it possible to connect E7
invertors within the existing bus
structure.
3 pieces 220 kW and 2 pieces 300 kW E7 series invertors
operates when the tank pressure
goes down to 8,5kg/cm 3 for supplying enough pressure on the
fire pipelines.
They have started to upgrade
the plant by the fire pump stations to avoid high inrush currents which comes by the high
powered motors of fire pump stations.
The plant has an automation
system of one IPC and 3 PLCs.
Two slave Omron CJ1M PLCs
send information to Master PLC
over Controller Link bus with
450m long.
Also the master PLC sends the
commands of the Cx-Supervisor
SCADA software which runs on
a Dyalox IPC to the both slave
PLCs.
Easy-to-use and flexible CX-Supervisor SCADA software also
supports; OPC, ActiveX, alarm,
animation, receipt, Database and
offers a powerful interface including wide graphic library.
When the mentioned SCADA
system activated fully, the whole
plant process could be monitored and control commands
could be send for manual over
handling.
We are pleased to use Omron-Yaskawa E7 series invertors
since 2006 starting with Mersin
Plants revision says Yasar Acaroglu, and finishes his speech
by thereby we had a system of
cost reductive, effective and
problem-free and thanks to PLC
Engineering Co. For their right
choice of Omron products.

SEE EXHIBITIONS

New Chemistry exhibition to take place
during the coming WIN 2008
The coming edition of one of the biggest industrial fairs in Turkey is expected to break attendance records
In contrast to the previous edition,
WIN now offers three events under the
same roof. Except the last years two main
parts, the schedule is planned to include a
new exhibition called Chemistry 08 (17 20 January). Pursuing the main target to
establish a more specialized profile of the
increasing number of visitors, the organizers have planned the same split framework.
The schedule of this internationally known
event is certain to attract the attention of
even more international attendees than last
year when WIN was visited by over 122,500
professionals from all over the world. Part 1,
which covers the fields of Machinery, Welding, Surface Treatment and Materials Handling, will be taking place between 7-10 February 2008. Part 2 opens doors on February
28 and will remain open to the visitors until
March 2. It offers products and solutions in
the fields of Automation, Electrotech, Hydraulic & Pneumatic.
Machine Components and Metal Working Fair
 Turkish manufacturers are adapting to high
technologies
As a crucial sector in the Turkish economy
machinery production industry has readily adapted to the use of modern high-tech machinery. In
the past four years, imports of specialized machinery have climbed to nearly US$11.6 billion
in 2005. The Mechatronics sector - a part in the
last years Otomasyon (Automation) fair, is to be
independently presented in a special area called
MECHATRONICS in 2008.
Joining, Welding and Cutting Technologies
- Deficit of local qualified labour force in the
sector
The annual estimated sales volume of Turkeys welding industry accounts for an estimated
sales volume of US$ 250 million annually. However the industry demand for skilled workers is
greater than the available work force. The construction, automotive and shipbuilding industries
are financial powerhouses and must import the

latest technologies to maintain high production
levels. There is a huge demand for specialised
welding and cutting solutions, including industrial robots.
Surface Treatment Technologies Fair  The
sector offers lucrative possibilities for foreign investors and suppliers.
Surface treatments modify the surface of a
material and cover a range of products, from
cleaning solutions to coatings, paint or varnish.
Turkey is the 7th largest paint producer in Europe and a global competitor in the US$60 million world paint market. Domestic production
cant match the increasing demand and necessitates large import volumes of colorants, tanning
agents and colors - up to US$1.027 million. Turkeys textile, automotive and construction sectors
have also fueled the growth of Turkeys paint industry.
Materials Handling and Logistics Fair 
Strong governmental support
Since 2002, the Turkish government has
made the logistic sector a top priority and made
ongoing investments to create a new infrastructure. In 2005, the market size of this sector was
US$7 billion and is projected to increase 20-25%
annually, reaching nearly US$25 billion by 2015.
Foreign investors and suppliers are welcome companies are ready to purchase solutions to reduce inventory costs, shorten delivery time and
improve logistics.
The Industrial Automation Fair OTOMASYON08  a tribune for a growing sector
Automation technology is a new, untapped
market in Turkey and is growing by an average
of 10% a year. Surveys by the Istanbul Chamber
of Industry (ISO) indicate that Turkish manufacturers are actively seeking automation solutions
to ensure high productivity and quality. A pentup demand for solutions exists across all sectors,
ranging from automotive, energy and textiles,
and to food and pharmaceuticals. Dont hesitate
to seize this opportunity!
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Energy, Electric and Electronic Technologies Fair ELECTROTECH08 will point on
renewable sources and infrastructure
Turkey is still not self-sufficient in the energy
field, despite natural resources and ongoing liberalization of the electrical energy market. The
countrys energy consumption exceeds its supply and has risen by 10% per year. The World
Bank has approved US$200 million for renewable energy projects and upgrading the natural
gas infrastructure. This high-growth sector welcomes foreign investment, expertise and services.
HYDRAULIC & PNEUMATIC08 - Riding the
wave of growth in an emerging sector
This sector was launched in Turkey in 1980
and has grown to a market value of about 150
million today. The majority of Turkish companies
operating in this sector are still small-scale. The
increased use of automation in the Turkeys manufacturing industry is generating a strong demand for pneumatic products and systems. Its
an excellent time to team up with enthusiastic
partners.
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